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Massive interest
in 2Touch IWB

D.I.B. launch Epson ultra
short throw projector

Wherever 2Touch interactive whiteboards
are on display there is great interest from
passersby who are impressed by the easy
to use interactive whiteboards large 2.4 x
1.2m tough write-on surface.
IT, Science and Maths teachers
attending their respective VITTA, STAV
and MAV conferences in November
and December were also impressed that
2Touch interactive whiteboards can be
used with proprietary, free, and open
source software, and are Windows, Mac
and Linux compatible.
Conference attendees were given
a demonstration of the interactive
whiteboard’s capabilities and had the
opportunity to try and experience for
themselves how easy they are to use.
2Touch interactive whiteboard inventor,
Pablo Garcia led three informative
breakout sessions at the VITTA conference.

D.I.B. Australia also used the conferences
as an opportunity to launch the Epson
EB-450We, a new widescreen, ultra
short throw projector designed
specifically for the education market and
an ideal partner for 2Touch interactive
whiteboards.
Conference attendees were
impressed by the sleek, stylish design
of the projector, and how close it was
mounted to the interactive whiteboard
thus minimising shadows on the board’s
surface and glare from the projector’s
lamp in the presenter’s eyes.
The adjustable integrated wall mount
was viewed as further adding to the
projector’s appeal as cabling is run
through it resulting in a neat, tidy and
professional installation. The projector’s
various security features were seen as
being ideal for the education environment.

TOP: D.I.B. Australia at the VITTA Conference
ABOVE: 2Touch Interactive Whiteboard inventor, Pablo Garcia,
demonstrates WordWall at a breakout session he leads at the
VITTA Conference

Caroline Chisholm Catholic College
builds valuable resource library with DVC
Caroline Chisholm Catholic College commenced
using DVC (Digital Video Commander) in the 2008
school year, and have used it extensively since for
recording free to air television programmes. The
DVC system, which is manufactured by Command
Systems, is then used to edit, categorise, add a
synopsis to, and file the recorded programmes. This
has resulted in the college building a large library of
valuable content for teachers to use in their lessons.
In fact, such is the popularity of the system that
the DVC server has already had to be upgraded
from 3 terabytes to 8 terabytes to cope with
the recording demands, and it is possible that
the system will be expanded again in the future
with a new server and the addition of five digital
tuner cards. The DVC system is mainly used to
record programmes shown on the ABC and SBS
channels, and is set up to automatically record
around 20 programmes on a regular basis

including Dateline, Mythbusters, Planet Food, BTN,
Compass, Catalyst, Australian Story, 4 Corners,
Foreign Correspondent and Insight. Programmes
are recorded according to demand and DVC
makes it easy to make changes to programmes
set for regular recording by having an electronic
programme guide.
It is easy for busy teachers to search the DVC
system for content to use in lessons. The key
word search feature is popular as it makes the
system really easy to use and brings up all content
relevant to the search quickly.
From an administration point of view DVC is
above: The simple menu structure of DVC makes
great as you can quickly trim to the start and end
it quick and easy to use
of programmes, edit out advertisements, categorise
programmes, add a synopsis and file them away.
for interactive whiteboards, and large volumes
DVC offers much more. It can be used to
of various file formats. For further information
manage cameras, digital signage and other
please contact a D.I.B. Solutions Consultant on
display devices, as well as for managing resources (03) 9457 4800.
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Mentone Grammar Thorold Hall
and DVC system installations

Aurora
Observing
the Future
at a Glance

Mentone Grammar, situated in Bayside, Melbourne
and dating back to the 1920s, is an independent
school catering for boys and girls from kindergarten
and pre-prep level in the Early Learning Centre,
right through to senior students completing Year 12
at the Frogmore Senior Campus.
A contemporary learning environment with
state of the art facilities and the latest learning
technologies, Mentone Grammar offers a unique
education model where students in Years 5-9 learn
in separate gender classes, and all other classes
are co-educational.
Mentone Grammar has excellent sporting and
performing arts facilities, and construction is
currently underway on the Eblana Learning Centre,
a new Junior School with eight classrooms, as well
as Multipurpose, Art, and Music/Drama rooms.

Thorold Hall

motorised screen. Offering precision and
performance with widescreen viewing, the low
maintenance EB-G5200W is ideally suited to high
use, high traffic environments and in this instance
the rear-projection approach ensures an impressive
high quality image even in a bright hall.
A quality Lectrum CTL lectern was customised
by D.I.B. Australia to manage the hall’s audio
visual system. The lectern features a purpose
built fold-out laptop shelf, a 5 metre custom audio
visual cable loom, plus a 12 metre extension loom
for extra flexibility in setup configurations, an
Australian Monitor mixer, and a Beyerdynamic
quality gooseneck microphone.
Perhaps the most impressive feature of the
customised lectern is the D.I.B. supplied, installed
and programmed Joey Lite control panel which
simplifies operation of equipment in the hall. The
Joey Lite has 24 programmable buttons and these
have been programmed to control the Epson
EB-G5200W projector, motorised rear-projection
screen, LG DVD/Video combo and even to open
and close the stage curtains. The microphone
volume control mounted adjacent to the Joey Lite is
a unique feature of this custom design and allows
the presenter to easily make volume adjustments.
A second Joey Lite is installed in the backstage
rack and mirrors the functionality of the one on
the lectern. The Joey Lites really simplify the
system and do away with complex and easily lost
remote controls. The Joeys are also programmed

Located in Blackburn South, Aurora is a purpose-built
innovative specialist school that aims to maximise
the achievement of deaf and deaf-blind children.
DIB Australia was proud to assist the school in its
endeavours to further enhance its quality educational
programs by custom designing and installing a special
audio and video monitoring solution into their
Observation Room.
The room is utilised as a point in which the play and
interaction
parent and their
child and
can experienced installation team includes:
D.I.B.’sdeaf
qualified
MEET between
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be monitored. With
this in mind, Assistant
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“The quality of Consultant
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Technician
Wilkinson
Bernadette Coleman
worked with Solutions
Senior Engineer
Trevor was willing to be flexible in working
Mick Chessells also
Sam Garden to Trevor
design
a system thataround
waschanging
to berequirements
as
Wilkinson
and the final
commenced working for
commenced with D.I.B.
installation is just outstanding.”
D.I.B. Australia in 1999.
economical as possible
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the
Australia as Senior
Andrew Pate – Head of Technologies,
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Technician
when
the
Mentone
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experienced technician,
capabilities to perform the task at hand. The focal point
business was formed
Mick ensures D.I.B.
of the system isincentred
1999. As aaround
qualified two high resolutions
Australia’s customers
and experienced technician, Trevor has
receive excellent service. Mick specialises in
Samsung
colour cameras which are mounted on pan
led many major projects for D.I.B.’s
education installations, often leading a team
customers
including the
and
for larger jobs.
and
tilt allowing
thedesign
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to move the camera as
manufacture of flight information displays
required
establishAirport,
the desired
view. Each camera is
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the
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provision
of
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at
“Mick is fantastic. He turns up early, is clean, tidy,
equipped with 10x optical zoom which enables the
the Australian Open for the last 10 years,
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operator
to ofzoom
in and
get extreme close up shots.
and the rollout
temporary
infrastructure
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for the Spring Racing Carnival’s major
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is made particularly useful when trying to observe
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witnessed many technological
ABOVE: Trevor Wilkinson, 2nd Year Apprentice,
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time.
broadcast standard shotgun microphones with pan,
tilt and zoom functions. These microphones
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With the latest in classroom technology and
audio visual equipment, including interactive
whiteboards, multimedia projectors, flat screen
TVs, and PC and Mac labs, Mentone Grammar
recently undertook a major upgrade of the audio
visual system in its 800 seat Thorold Hall, and
had a DVC (Digital Video Commander) system
installed.
The Thorold Hall’s upgraded audio visual system
features the powerful Epson EB-G5200W, a 4200
ANSI lumen projector mounted to rear-project
an image on to a large 180” Screen Technics

NEW PrODUcTS

DVTEL Keeping
an Eye on Things

EPSON EB-450Wi
Interactive
projector
arrives!
ABoVE:
DVtEL control screen,
showing
multiple camera views.
• Interactive
• Ultra Short Throw
DIB
is proud to introduce to you
• Widescreen

top right: 800 seat Thorold Hall
top left: DVC server with 8 TB drives fits neatly into existing rack
ABOVE RIGHT AND LEFT: A quality Lectrum CTL lectern
customised by D.I.B. Australia to include a foldout laptop shelf, 5
metre custom audio visual cable loom, Australian Monitor mixer,
Beyerdynamic quality gooseneck microphone, and Joey Lite
controller to manage the hall’s audio visual system
left: A second Joey Lite installed in the backstage rack
mirrors the functionality of the one on the lectern
far left: The image rear-projected by a powerful Epson
EB-G5200W 4200 ANSI lumen projector on to Thorold Hall’s
large 180” Screen Technics motorised screen
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consumption.
wherever they appear throughout a programme.
Users of the new audio visual system who
The programme can then be appropriately
include
the Principal,
Deputy
Principal
by staff for
local burning
or further
routing
to the and
DVC Captureclassified
server. and quickly saved away with a
visitors to the school have found it easy to
synopsis. This will make the programmes easy
use and have been impressed by its quality
to find in the future when users are searching for
FAR LEFt: the camera monitor disperformance.
material with keywords.
plays the images transmitted by one
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of the two cameras
to users of the DVC system to ensure that it is
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effect.
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to be moved by
to
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system and because of their
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content
shown
above). inhave
addition, a
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access to the DVC administration
module.
Grammar has also commenced
erdynamic
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is
The bulk of the visual content
is managed
usingtothe DVC system to manage its digital
positioned
on top of the camera
by Library staff who record free to air and
signage content. They had a successful trial
capture audio sound at whichever
subscription programmes to add to the schools
and plan to implement this module of the DVC
way the camera is pointed”
extensive collection. They have also begun the
system across other digital signage devices in
Right: Each camera can be
process of transferring relevant content onto the
the coming months.
controlled
DVC systems 8 TB drives.individually
The flexibility
of the to eitherFor further information on specialist
tiltcontent
or zoomand
via remoteinstallations into halls or multipurpose areas,
DVC system to play both pan,
digital
controls
(like
the
one
pictured).
copyright material from DVD and VHS has really
or to find out how DVC can benefit your school
won over the staff.
or college, please contact a D.I.B. Solutions
Once captured the programmes may be
Consultant on (03) 9457 4800.
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fromThe
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those looking for a smart, economical,
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interactive solution. The fact that it can be
most importantly it allows you to
used to turn an existing whiteboard or any
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hard flat surface into an interactive workspace
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thismore
product.
information
on
the
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For further information on the Epson
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to be
offered byprojector
DIB please
EB-450Wi
interactive
please
contact
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a D.I.B. Soultions Consultant
on (03) 9457 4800.

HINTS ‘N TIPS
Achieving Superior Audio Visual Installations
When schools are built, expanded or
refurbished the person responsible for dealing
with the architect and builders ends up being
run off their feet. They face a challenging time,
often having to juggle managing the largest
project they may ever be responsible for, whilst
coping with the demands of their regular job.

installation. Unsightly cables can be run in the
ceiling, or in wall frames that are to be plastered
over, eliminating the later use of duct. Provision
can be made for power outlets immediately
adjacent to where projectors, interactive
whiteboards and speakers are to be installed.

Book your audio visual specialist for the
rough-in
It is important to advise your audio visual
systems specialist when the rooms to be
roughed-in are expected to be at the preplaster stage. There will often only be a
short window of opportunity for cables to be
roughed-in between framing being completed
and plastering commencing. A good audio
visual systems specialist will have a lead time
for works, so building progress should be
communicated to them regularly to ensure they
Projectors have fast become the centrepiece of classroom technology hubs that directly engage students and add impact to each lesson. Thus, the need
Start early
have scheduled technicians for rough-in works at
to make sure you purchase the right projector for your classroom is a decision of significant importance. Below are a few tips to consider;
Start your audio visual systems planning at the
the appropriate time.
pre-tender stage. This gives you time to look at
Brightness:
:
Weight:
sound:
the various technologies available andresolution
consider
Installing your
audio visual equipment
Resolution
is simply the number of
The
brighter
the appropriate
projector theto the needs
If you are not looking for aAsportable
Sound
is generally
a secondary
which
are most
of
your building
project
nears completion
your
pixels
more
unit isvisual
whentechnologies
solution – weight needn’t audio
be a visual specialist
issue for many
projectors
your capable
students.the
Audio
arethe projector uses to create
can return,
install and
ABOVE:
Having
cabling roughed-in
at the if the projector
constantly
and some
good advice
at The
test your
visual
the image.
more pixels
it uses,
dealing
withchanging
the presence
of ambifactor. However,
is audio
their
builtequipment.
in speakersIf you
can have
be
stageSVGA
results in a superior,
thelight
planning
will ensure
you arethe
up-to-date
consideration
to your audio
higher thebuilding
resolution.
ent
and/orstage
producing
a larger
likely tomore
be moved aroundgiven
from adequate
poor.
Installing a projector
into
aesthetically
pleasing
installation
with the latest
A goodand
audio
visual
requirements
at the pre-tender
stage,
XGA areprofessional
terms that and
describe
projected
image.developments.
Keep in mind that
room
to room
you will need
a light
a classroom
without additional
visual systems
specialist
willfactor
makeinyoucommon
aware ofresolutions used by comthere
willisbe sound
appropriate
audio
brightness
is NOT
the only
projector. Anything less than
2.5kg
support
canvisual
limit cabling
the use
relevant technologies and developments, and
installed if you decide on what is to go in each
and infrastructure in place to complete the
puters and projectors. All modern
determining picture quality. Other
ideal for easy mobility by either staff and function of the room. E.g.
will be able to advise you on issues such as
room before building commences. Your audio
installation.
computers run XGA resolution
factors such as resolution and
or students.
video or DVD sound may be
allowing for future expansion, networking and
visual systems specialist can design appropriate
or higher, thus making XGA the
contrast ratio play a big part also.
difficult to hear and can frustrate
future proofing.
cabling infrastructure and specify termination
Obtaining further information and
these
days.
In general projectors that are rated minimum resolution
students and teachers alike. A
PoWer
ActivAtion:
and appropriate power point locations for you
advice
Generally,
is only reallyinsuited
more
than
ANSIthing
lumens
solutions
exist
to ensure
For the most part, projectors
There
is 2000
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installaandvisual
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matter what the
modern units
(and all in the
Epson audio
visualprior
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for generic
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Oncetypical
armed
with the cabling
design
and direct shutdown
and equipment
for over 10 years. We have
application.
tion,
as not allaudio
brightness
areat theresolution
presentation.
range)
can have
stage. Inequally
the same
way as each student
an classrooms
specification
you can passcapabilities
this to your
architect
extensive
Forismost
the primary
reported
by manufacturers.
from
power points.
This experience consulting with leading
individual, so to will be even the most use
basic
or builder
to incorporate into
the overall
building
architects
builders
achieve superior
forofa projector
is PowerPoint
is especially
good
in portable
situa- andFor
moreto information
audio visual requirements. You can only
be
sure
project.
By
having
your
cabling
roughed-in
audio
visual
solutions.
For
audio visual systems
presentations, pie charts, graphs and tions as users often don’t have time on projectors
and their
that cabling roughed-in at the building stage
at the building stage you achieve a superior,
consultation and advice please contact a D.I.B.
excel spreadsheets, therefore XGA to wait. Even in more permanent
features
contact
a DIB
will be suitable for the equipment subsequently
more professional and aesthetically pleasing
Solutions Consultant on (03) 9457 4800.
Planning for Audio Visual services
One aspect of new builds, extensions or
refurbishments that is easy to overlook is the
audio visual element. It is important that you
consider the audio visual requirements of
your project before the tender stage, and it is
recommended that you consult with an audio
visual systems specialist and obtain advice
on how best to integrate audio visual systems
infrastructure into your overall project plan.

PrOjEcTOr BUYING TIPS – HOW TO GET
THE mOST OUT OF YOUr PUrcHASE

resolution projectors are perfect for
this kind of work.

and installed situations this can work
to protect against power outages.

Solutions Consultant today.

Want more information on the latest Audio Visual solutions?
UltraINFOrmATION?
Short Throw Projectors
WANT Epson
mOrE

Hall projection solutions
cONTAcT DETAILS:
❏ joey control panels
Digital Signage
❏ Xr10 powered speakers
____________________________
❏ Epson ProjectorsDocument Cameras

If there are any2Touch
features orInteractive
products that Whitebaords
you wish to get more
information about
please
tick
the
appropriate
boxes below
DVC System
and fax this page along with either your email address or
____________________________
❏ DVTEL
Australia
now
contact number.Contact
In addition,D.I.B.
if you have
any AV tips
thatby
youphoning: (03) 9457 4800, e-mailing:
❏ mipro wireless microphone
____________________________
wish to submit for
our next edition please fax them along
also! ❏the
info@dibaustralia.com.au
or ticking
relevant boxes above
and faxing
Audio & Video monitoring solutions

Fax to (03) 9457 4801

Other
__________________
this form to us on ❏
(03)
9457
4801

_____________________________

Name:_____________________________________Position:_____________________________________
School:____________________________E-mail:_______________________Phone:___________________
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